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ABSTRACT

During the 21st century, the way in which music is commercialized and consumed

has been completely reshaped. In light of the technological advances taking place

during the last decades, music consumption has become ubiquitous, and people can

now listen to their favorite artists at the same time they perform multiple activities.

This translated to hundreds of millions of people listening to music every day, as well

as an intense competition between digital platforms providing audio streaming

services. Of these platforms, Spotify appears as one of the leading companies, with

a total of 345 million active users and 155 million paid subscribers. Spotify's business

model, defined as freemium, combines a paid service, unlimited and free of

interruptions, with a free one, which offers the same functions as the paid service but

with lower audio quality and ad interruptions. These announcements are formed by

background music and a voice over promoting the paid service. The core motivation

of the present study is to shed light upon the effects of the election of background

music when promoting the Spotify brand. Is it beneficial for the company to use

background music that the user isn't accustomed to listening in order to catch her

attention and persuade her to go premium? Or will this approach generate

Psychological Reactance (i.e., an "unpleasant motivational arousal that emerges

when people experience a threat to or loss of their free behaviors", Steindl, Jonas,

Traut-Mattausch, Sittenthaler & Greenber, 2015) in the consumer, undermining her

willingness to go premium and her behavioral intention towards the brand? Although

the literature on Reactance is vaste, there is no evidence of empirical studies testing

the effectiveness of audio advertising interruptions in the context of a music

streaming service. Particularly, we suggest a combined approach to detect

"opposite" music genres to be used as background music in a simulacrum of an

audio streaming company providing it's service. By means of a K-means clustering

and an experimental pretest, we identified Rock and Reggaeton as the most

different/opposite music genres as perceived by the consumers. Later, we created a

fictional company and ran an experiment (N = 150) where respondents had to listen

to a succession of songs from their preferred music genre to be interrupted with an

ad containing either no background music, background music from the same genre,

or background music from the opposite genre in the tuple. From the main



experiment, we concluded that for the Reggaeton sample, the assignment of people

to the experimental groups had a significant effect in user's Behavioral Intention

towards the brand (i.e., people's disposition to consider the company when

subscribing to an audio streaming service) and in overall feelings of Reactance.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Music as an art form and cultural activity has existed since prehistoric times. The

earliest and largest collection of prehistoric musical instruments was found in China

and dates back to between 7000 and 6600 BC (Wilkinson, 2000). But although

music has been with us since a long time ago, it is a phenomenon in constant

change. Not only new forms and types of music are constantly created, but also the

way in which music is spread among people is continuously affected by technology.

Even along the second half of the 21st century music commercialization has

reshaped completely. If people bought their favorite artists albums in vinyl format in

the 50s and 60s, these were replaced by cassette tapes between the 70s and 90s,

which were later replaced by CDs by the end of the 90s. Nowadays, there is no

doubt that music commercialization doesn’t occur in physical form, and that most

people listen to music from audio streaming platforms like Spotify or online

video-sharing platforms like Youtube.

What’s interesting is that not only technology has affected music regarding the

means by which songs are listened to, but that this also permitted the capturing and

storage of huge amounts of data about the way in which this music is listened to,

letting us formulate questions such as: which music genres are currently the most

popular? which artists are currently being listened to? which songs from these artists

are the most viral?, etc. Everyday millions of human interactions with audio

streaming platforms are stored, and access to this information is becoming faster

and easier overtime. If a teenager in the 1960s bought a vinyl from The Beatles, at

most he could access the band’s name, the songs contained in the album, the lyrics

of these songs, and a couple of pictures of the group. Nowadays, one can download

the Spotify app, search for The Beatles in its search bar, and access all of its songs,

lyrics, know how many times the songs have been played in the platform, know how

many monthly listeners the band has, look for similar artists, etc. In addition, if one

knows how to use programming tools such as Python, the access to information is

even greater.



The collection and fast and easy access to this type of information represents a gold

mine for the companies that own such streaming platforms. Digital platforms,

including Spotify, have come to dominate how music is circulated and consumed

(Morris and Powers 2015, Webster 2019, Eriksson 2020). Competition between

platforms is intense, as all of the leading platforms provide access to similar content

at a similar price point, and they all provide basic forms of curation. Therefore, these

firms need to develop innovative ways to attract and engage users (Hracs &

Webster, 2020). Recorded music is ubiquitous in people's everyday lives, as people

listen to music when they travel, work and perform social and recreational activities

(Fuentes et. al, 2019). As such, if companies can understand what people like, and

how to convince them to use their platforms to access what they like, economic

benefits are endless.

This investigation develops in the conjunction of music and technology, as it is in the

union of these two worlds that valuable insights for companies offering audio

streaming services can be made. Using Spotify’s API for Python (Spotipy), we will

access information regarding the audio attributes that define a song: danceability,

energy, key, loudness, mode, speechiness, acousticness, instrumentalness,

liveness, valence and tempo1. Each song contains a numeric value for each of these

attributes, so in mathematical terms each song can be represented as a vector of

size 11.

Assuming that songs from the same music genre share similar audio attributes,

genres could then be mapped into clusters of songs. Each cluster would represent a

music genre in a 11- dimension space, and Euclidean measures between clusters

centroids could then be computed. Therefore, we could select a tuple of "opposite"

music genres as those with the largest distance between centroids. Knowing which

tuple of genres are the most opposed, we will try to understand if the songs genre

used in Spotify’s ads background music (which are played when using the app for

free) affect the consumer’s decision to subscribe to the platform or to keep using it

for free. If a consumer using Spotify for free is interrupted by an ad with background

music, how does the genre of the song used in the ad influences the consumer's

behaviour?

1 The full outline of Spotify Audio Features can be found in Appendix 8.1



If the assumption that songs from the same music genre share similar audio

attributes proves to be incorrect, and songs can't be mapped into different clusters

representing each music genre, an alternative approach will be taken. Opposition

between genres won't be defined depending on the song's audio attributes, but on

people's perception of what music genres they consider similar, and which they

consider the most different.

In addition to managerial relevance, the present work strives to make an academic

contribution as well. After reviewing the relevant literature, no study was found that

tests the effectiveness of audio advertising interruptions in the context of a music

streaming service.

1.2. Spotify

Founded in 2006, Spotify is now the global music streaming service leader and also

has the highest share of music streaming subscribers in the world, outperforming its

competitors by some margin. With a wide variety of music content as well as

audiobooks and podcasts, Spotify has established itself as the “go-to” option for

many. Launched in 2008, Spotify breathed new life into the music streaming industry

by providing listeners with an almost endless catalog of music to enjoy. The

company went public in April 2018 and, by the end of the first day’s trading, it was

already worth $26.5 billion.

As a freemium service, Spotify offers basic features for free with advertisement

interruptions and limited user control whereas in its premium version (paid

subscription), it offers additional features, such as offline listening and

commercial-free listening.

Spotify has 320 million total subscribers, of which 144 million are premium (paying)

subscribers, while the other 176 million use the app for free. As of today, 91% of the

company’s revenue comes from its premium service, so there’s no doubt about the

importance for the company to understand whether the advertising interruptions

displayed in the free version are effective when trying to convince consumers to go

premium.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/653926/music-streaming-service-subscriber-share/


Latin America in particular is Spotify’s third largest market and accounts for 22

percent of its monthly active users: it had 66 million monthly active users in this

region in the second quarter of 2020. In Argentina, Spotify ranked as the second

choice, behind YouTube, when it comes to music streaming services. During a

survey carried out by "Carrier & Asociados"2 among internet users in Argentina in

2020, around 26 percent of respondents stated using the Spotify free service,

whereas 20 percent stated they used Spotify Premium.

1.3. Music genres

Although the unit of analysis of the investigation are songs, we will group them in

genres in order to detect which genres are most similar to others and vice versa.

Music genre is a conventional category that identifies some pieces of music as

belonging to a shared tradition or set of conventions. It is to be distinguished from

musical form and musical style, although in practice these terms are sometimes

used interchangeably (Wong, 2011). Music can be divided into genres in varying

ways, such as into popular music and art music, or religious music and secular

music. The artistic nature of music means that these classifications are often

subjective and controversial, and some genres may overlap. Academic definitions of

the term genre itself vary. This is why in this study we have adopted the traditionally

used classifications of genres, but we took the freedom to adjust them in some

cases. For example, although Hip Hop and Rap are usually considered as being two

separate genres, in this study we considered them as one due to their similarities in

sound attributes.

Grouping songs into genres is a difficult task not only because of the diverse and

subjective classifications made in the literature, but also because of the way in which

genres are labeled in Spotify. Some clarifications on this matter are necessary, in

Spotify:

2

https://noticias.perfil.com/noticias/empresas/youtube-le-gana-a-spotify-la-batalla-local-por-el-streamin
g-de-audio.phtml

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popular_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secular_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secular_music


- Music genres are associated with artists and not songs. Therefore, we understand

the genre of a song as the genre of the artist to which the song is related.

- Artists are almost always labelled with subgenres instead of genres. The list of

subgenres in Spotify is huge, and even Spotify creates its own subgenres for some

artists. This is why for this study we had to group these subgenres into genres. In

doing so, some subjective decisions were made. For example, when defining the

core genre of the subgenres created by Spotify, or when defining the core genre of

subgenres that resulted from a combination of different genres, such as “Blues rock”.

The procedure and detailed description of the genre classification made and how

specific cases were handled is detailed in “section 3: Dataset Creation”.

1.4. Problem & Objective

Past research papers studying the concept of Psychological Reactance to explain

the effects of ad's interruptions on consumer behavior do exist, as well as a great

contribution of data scientists that used Spotipy to gain some insights on Spotify's

audio features. However, to our knowledge, to date there isn't a study that combines

both tools to investigate the effects of voice over ad interruptions in audio streaming

services. Specifically, regarding the impact in consumer's behaviour when

manipulating the background music of the ad.

The business question we will be trying to answer in this thesis is the following: if I

give a Spotify non premium user an ad with a song of a music genre opposite to

what they usually and currently listen to, will they be more or less willing to go

premium, and what will be the effect on their behavioral intentions towards the brand

providing the service?

Whereas there is no managerial reason to believe that the genre of the song used in

an advertisement will influence the consumer’s choice of going premium or not,

consumer psychology says otherwise. Advertising features, such as songs, do

persuade consumers differently. Previous research has shown that music acts as a

prominent advertising cue in broadcast media (Alpert and Alpert 1990), as it is

considered an efficient and valuable way to trigger moods and communicate



nonverbally. The type of music used in an ad is also a way to adjust the message

being communicated. In fact, previous studies have shown that message reception is

influenced by the interplay of two musical properties: attention-gaining value and

music-message congruency (Kellaris et al. 1993). Based on these concepts, we

hypothesize that Psychological Reactance is the mediator by which the song used in

an advertisement influences the consumer's choice.

“Psychological Reactance” (Brehm 1966) is a psychology theory which states that

individuals have certain freedoms with regard to their behavior. If these behavioral

freedoms are reduced or threatened with reduction, the individual will be

motivationally aroused to regain them. For example, when children do something

especially because it is prohibited or because their parents say so. Among influence

mechanisms, reactance is also a variable that is very close to resistance in terms of

content. Defined as “a motivational state that is aimed at restoring a threatened or

eliminated freedom” (Brehm and Brehm, 1981), it is an effort to regain freedom of

choice or options of which the consumer feels he has been deprived. This is

sometimes viewed as a trait, thus supporting the hypothesis of a powerful need for

freedom on the part of the individual (Shen and Dillard, 2005). Whether considered a

trait or motivational state, reactance leads the individual either to avoid what he

perceives as an attempt to reduce his choices or to desire even more strongly the

option he feels he has lost (Brehm, 1966). We believe that reactance is at the basis

of our hypothesized effect. In particular, we hypothesize that when consumers of

Spotify’s free service are listening to songs of a certain genre and get interrupted by

ads featuring music from an opposite genre, they will perceive that the music of the

opposite genre is used as a way to annoy them thus coercing them into subscribing

to the premium service, which will eliminate this negative stimulus. As a result, we

posit that consumers will be less willing to pay for the premium service when

interrupted by ads that are incongruent with their music taste or their current music

needs, and that their behavioral intention towards the brand providing the service will

deteriorate in this situation. Regardless of whether this is really Spotify’s intention to

coerce them by using a dissonant ad, the company would benefit from knowing if this

consumers’ reactance reaction leading to negative behavioral intentions is really the

case.



Some interesting studies that develop on the basis of psychological reactance have

been written. Clee and Wicklund (1980) describe reactance as a boomerang effect in

which the perception of coercion is met with an equal but opposite influence, which is

used by consumers to restore their freedom of choice. The authors expand the

concept of "self-imposed threats to freedom", which explains that prior to a decision,

a person has the possibility to move in any of many directions. But, once this person

decides to choose, a threat to that freedom ensues. From the theoretical perspective

taken by the authors, this should lead to a consequent reassertion of freedom, as

reflected in a "sudden desire for decision alternatives that are about to be rejected".

Edwards, Li & Lee (2002) delve into this concept and apply it to internet pop-up ads.

Forced Exposure and Psychological Reactance: Antecedents and Consequences of

the Perceived Intrusiveness of Pop-Up Ads, Edwards explores forced viewing of

"pop-up ads" on the Internet to understand the way in which viewers perceive an ad

as irritating and decide to avoid them. The authors explain that forced exposure to

ads that interrupt a viewer's normal viewing process can lead to a negative

perception of the advertising as intrusive. In response to a loss of freedom, viewers

will feel uncomfortable and attempt to regain control of their experience. The degree

to which viewers perceive an ad as intrusive will be related with feelings of irritation

and, consequently, the avoidance of the ad.

This study follows these lines of investigation to propose a novel strategy to

investigate the use of pop-up ads in audio streaming services, specifically in the

audio-streaming platform Spotify. The investigation builds upon psychological

reactance theory to test the effects of the displacement of different music genre

songs as ad background music in the listener's willingness to subscribe to the

audio-streaming platform, as well as in their behavioral intention towards the brand

providing the service. Along with previously mentioned studies, we propose

reactance as the mediator between the exposure to an ad and the plausible negative

perception of the advertisement, but unlike already existing works, we apply this

concept to a modern audio-streaming platform.



Mediation model

1.5. Methodology

The analysis consists of two sections:

Descriptive Section: The objective of this phase is to gather information to build the

experimental design. The first step will be to obtain the most popular music genres in

Argentina, meaning those that appear most frequently in "Spotify Viral 50" chart

songs, for the country Argentina and for the years 2018, 2019 and 2020. Once we

have created the respective dataset and selected the 5 most popular music genres,

the following step will be to create another dataset with Spotify queried songs for

each genre. This dataset will contain 18.000 songs randomly selected for each genre

(80.000 in total), containing information regarding the audio attributes for each song.

Using K-Means Clustering, the songs will then be grouped into 5 different clusters

(expecting to obtain one cluster representation per music genre). The objective of

the clustering model is to gather insight of what centroids/music genres are

"opposite" in terms of audio attributes, and once identified, use songs of two

"opposite" music genres as input for the experimental step. If the clustering model

fails to group songs into clusters that distinctively represent each genre and opposite

genres can't be clearly identified in terms of audio attributes, opposition between

genres will be identified using a pre-experimental test, in which surveyed people will

be asked to select which music genres they perceive as being the most different

between each other.



Experimental Section: This part of the thesis will focus on building, running and

analyzing the experiment. We will first recruit a sample of Spotify premium and

non-premium users and randomly assign them to one of the three experimental

groups:

- Control group (CG for brevity): users will be listening to a song of their preferred

genre and will be interrupted with a song-free ad (an ad with no background music)

- Treatment group 1 (TG1): users will be listening to a song of their preferred genre

and will be interrupted with a congruent ad song (a song of the same music genre)

- Treatment group 2 (TG2): users will be listening to a song of their preferred genre

and will be interrupted with an incongruent ad song (a song of an "opposite" music

genre)

After participants listen to their assigned ad they will be asked to rate the likelihood

to subscribe to the premium service, and they will be asked questions regarding their

behavioral intention towards the fictional audio-streaming brand created for the

experiment. In addition, they will be asked to answer questions designed to measure

reactance. The hypotheses to be tested can then be expressed in the following way:

- Hypothesis 1 a: The assignment to the experimental groups (I.V.) has an impact on

the participant's Willingness to go Premium (D.V. 1).

- Hypothesis 1 b: The assignment to the experimental groups (I.V.) has an impact on

the participant's Behavioral Intention towards the brand (D.V. 2).

- Hypothesis 2: The effect of the I.V. on the D.V.s is mediated by Psychological

Reactance.



Mediation model conceptual diagram

Mediation model statistical diagram

Indirect effect of X on Y through Mi = aibi
Direct effect of X on Y = c'

We believe that after the experiment, Willingness to go Premium and Behavioral

Intention mean values will be higher in the congruent group (Treatment group 1), and

lower in the two incongruent groups (Control & Treatment group 2). On the other

hand, we expect Reactance mean values to be higher in the incongruent groups

(Control & Treatment group 2), and lower in the congruent group (Treatment group

1). In other words, we contemplate that for the D.V.s, experimental groups mean

values will be ordered from lower to higher as: Treatment group 2 - Control -

Treatment group 1. For Reactance, experimental groups mean values will be

ordered from lower to higher as: Treatment group 1 - Control - Treatment group 2.



2. The Data

The data to be used in the research was collected with the Spotify API for Python.

The company provides access to some of their data about users, playlists and artists

through a Web API.

Specifically, for this analysis, we used the API to collect data and build two core

datasets.

a. Viral songs in Argentina3: Spotify makes weekly charts with the “viral 50” songs

globally and for each country. We used the weekly “viral 50” charts from Argentina

for 2018, 2019 and 2020 to collect information about 7750 songs, and built a dataset

in which each row corresponds to a song, and each column has information about

the song. This dataset has 6 features: track_name, artist_name, date, region,

spotify_id and artist_genre. Music genres are associated with artists and not songs,

so Spotify's viral charts didn't contain this information. This is why we had to make

an extra step and track the artist_genre associated with the artist using the

artist_name column.

b. Songs attributes4: this dataset was built using Spotify's API to select random

songs for the 5 most popular genres identified in the previous phase. Many sub

steps were taken when constructing this dataset due to difficulties and particularities

of Spotipy (Spotify's API), and they are addressed in Section 3.1. The final output of

this phase is a dataset containing 80.000 rows. Each row represents a song, and

there are 16.000 songs for each music genre. Each column is a feature of the song.

The dataset has 15 features: artist, song_name, song_id, danceability, energy, key,

loudness, mode, speechiness, acousticness, instrumentalness, liveness, valence,

tempo and artist_genre.

4 Dataset variables description can be found in Appendix 8.2.2
3 Dataset variables description can be found in Appendix 8.2.1



Table 1: "Viral songs in Argentina" - 10 first rows

Table 2: "Songs attributes" - 10 first rows

3. Dataset creation & Exploratory Analysis

In this section we will be explaining in greater detail how each dataset was built, and

we will be doing an exploratory and descriptive analysis for each one of them. These

datasets will then be the input of the K-Means cluster.

3.1. Viral songs dataset

Once we connected with Spotipy (Python’s API for Spotify), we were able to create a

request in which we asked for the 50 weekly viral songs in Argentina during the

period that goes from January 2018 to December 2020.

The output of this request was a csv file that contained a list of songs with the

attributes track_name, artist_name, date, region and spotify_id. Next, we created a



function which took as input the csv and, for each song, requested the music genre

associated with the artist of the song.

As a result, we obtained a final dataset of 7.750 songs and 6 features: track_name,

artist_name, date, region, spotify_id and artist_genre.

Once constructed the dataset, we extracted the most popular music genres. This

task has its challenges as each artist, and therefore each song, may have no genre,

1 genre, or more than 1 genre assigned. At the same time, a genre can (an almost in

every case is) subdivided in many subtypes of music genres. For example, “pop” can

appear as “latin pop”, “funk pop”, “colombian pop”, “cumbia pop”, etc. Thereby, we

first had to detect all the subgenres available in the dataset, which gave a total of

720 different subgenres. Then, we grouped these subgenres in their respective

genre. In doing so, some considerations were taken:

- Many artists were tagged with “latin” genre, and we had to exclude these from the

analysis and tag them as “Other”, as latin music encompass a wide range of different

genres

- Many artists are tagged with subgenres created by Spotify. Some of them are clear

references to existing subgenres of music (such as “deathcore”, which was tagged

as “Heavy Metal”), but for many others we had to tag them as “Other”

- When there is more than one genre of music inside a subgenre, the core genre was

prioritized (for example, electronic blues was tagged as “Blues”)

After we grouped all of the 720 music subgenres into their core genres, we identified

which of them are the most popular, understood as those with the highest frequency

count. The results were the following:

- Pop: 6.512 results

- Hip Hop / Rap: 5.827 results

- Reggaeton: 3.322 results

- Rock: 1.109 results

- Electronic: 730 results



Figure 1: Music genre's frequency

3.2. Song attributes dataset

In order to construct this dataset, some sub steps had to be taken. Songs for each

one of the most popular music genres ("Pop" / "Hip Hop & Rap" / "Reggaeton" /

"Rock" / "Electronic") were firstly searched by extracting artists associated to the

genre, and then querying songs from the last albums published in Spotify by these

artists.

When using the Spotify search query to extract songs, we realized that even when

randomizing the search, most of the songs returned were limited to a small number

of artists. As a result, when we let the search query run for a considerable amount of

time collecting songs in what was supposed to be a “random” search, we found out

that of all the songs queried, many of them were repeated. To solve this problem, we

decided to divide the dataset creation in two main steps:

1. Randomize the search of artists, until having a considerable number of

unique artists for each music genre

2. Search for songs of the artists returned in step 1, by extracting songs from

the last albums published by these artists

This approach proved to be much more effective. Not only because songs found

were now of a wide variety of artists, but also because, as previously mentioned,



music genres are associated with artists and not songs. Therefore, Spotify’s search

query algorithm runs much faster when we build it to search for artists of a certain

genre, and not songs that are associated with artists of a certain genre.

Step 1

Once the search query was built, for each one of the 5 music genres, 500 queries

were made, and each one returned 50 results of artists (25 000 artists returned for

each genre). Once duplicated values were removed, the final number of artists for

each genre was the following:

- Pop: 6.331 artists

- Rock: 5.688 artists

- Hip Hop / Rap: 3.168 artists

- Electronic: 1.255 artists

- Reggaeton: 870 artists

The difficulty to obtain Reggaeton and Electronic music artists from Spotify may be

explained by the shorter trajectory of these genres compared to the others analyzed

in this section. Although it isn’t clear exactly when reggaeton music initiated, its

appearance is usually situated in the 1990s (Negrón-Muntaner & Rivera, 2016),

while other genres such as Rock date from the 1950s. In addition, reggaeton music

is a much more geographically limited genre, with almost every artist being from

Latin-America. Other attempts to find more reggaeton artists in Spotify were made,

such as searching for artists through playlists, or artists that are linked as ‘similar’ to

reggaeton artists by Spotify’s listening algorithm, but none of them were successful.

Artists found by these means were already queried by the search algorithm built.

Table 3: Artist's results for "Rock" genre - 10 first rows



Once we created a preliminary dataset for each one of the music genres, the next

step taken was to make sure that artists found for each genre weren’t also

associated with the other music genres of interest. The search query built returns

artists labeled with the genre given as a parameter, but not artists whose only label is

the genre indicated. Therefore, we had to iterate through all the artists and its

genres/genres associated, and remove those artists that, in addition to the music

genre by which they were searched for, they had also associated some of the other 4

genres of interest. For example, if the reggaeton query returned an artist associated

with the genres ‘latin reggaeton’ and ‘rock’, it was removed. Or if the rock query

returned an artist whose music genre was ‘pop rock’, it was also removed. The only

exception was made for reggaeton artists whose music genres associated also

included ‘hip hop’ and/or ‘pop’. This was a conscious decision as, by definition,

reggaeton music is considered ‘pop’ (a phenomenon that doesn’t happen the other

way round). Also, reggaeton is very frequently labeled as ‘hip hop latino’ by Spotify.

Therefore, there is almost no reggaeton artist in Spotify whose music genres

associated excludes the words ‘pop’ or ‘hip hop’.

After the cleansing process was finished, the final number of artists for each genre

was the following:

- Pop: 5.303 unique artists

- Rock: 4.734 unique artists

- Hip Hop / Rap: 2.678 unique artists

- Electronic: 1.184 unique artists

- Reggaeton: 776 unique artists



Figure 2: Artist's frequency

Step 2

Having the clean dataset of artists for each music genre, the following step to

complete the dataset creation process was to query songs from these artists. To

achieve these, a core function was created, in which the dataset of artists for a

particular genre was used as input, and the same dataset containing a new column

for each album queried was returned.

Considering that the number of unique artists found in step 1 is different for each

music genre, the treatment for each music genre when querying songs was also

different:

- For rock and pop genres, only songs from the last album published in Spotify for

each artist were queried

- For hip hop genre, songs from the last two albums published for each artist were

queried

- For reggaeton and electronic, songs from the last three albums published for each

artist were queried

For each music genre, we now have a dataset containing three additional columns,

in which the results of the song’s query are stored for each row/artist. The unit of



analysis is still artists, but what we need is, for each music genre, a dataset where

each row is a song and the columns are the audio attributes of the song. Therefore,

a function was created to return a dataset for each music genre and each album

queried.

For example, the reggaeton genre dataset, that contained for each reggaeton artist

information about the artist’s last three albums, was transformed into three different

datasets for each album, in which the unit of analysis are songs, and the attributes of

the dataset are the audio attributes for each song. This gives a result of 10 new

datasets (3 for reggaeton, 3 for electronic, 2 for hip hop/rap, 1 for rock and 1 for

pop), which were concatenated by each music genre, having a total of 5 song

datasets for each genre.

As it was to be expected, each song dataset has a different unique number of songs:

- Rock: 41.428 songs

- Hip Hop / Rap: 37.548 songs

- Pop: 32.967 songs

- Electronic: 17.720 songs

- Reggaeton: 16.011 songs

Figure 3: Song's frequency



Finding reggaeton songs is a difficult task for reasons previously mentioned. For this

reason, and to achieve an equilibrium between the 5 music genres, we decided to

collect 16.000 random songs for each music genre (as this is approximately the

number of songs that we could collect for reggaeton), and join these songs in the

same dataset, which will have a total number of 80.000 songs. This dataset of

80.000 songs will be the input to the clustering model described in the next section.

Table 2: "Songs attributes" - 10 first rows

4. Clustering: an approach to measure genre similarity

Once we created the dataset containing songs for each one of the music genres of

interest, we needed an approach to measure “genre similarity”, understood as how

similar/different a genre is to another in terms of audio attributes. By using a

clustering model, we expect songs to be grouped in different clusters depending on

what their audio attributes were. In an ideal world, each final cluster created by the

model would contain only songs from a unique music genre, having 5 final clusters

representing each music genre in a multidimensional space. An Euclidean measure

could then be implemented to detect similarity among music genres.

There are two main reasons why K-Means Clustering was chosen as the best

algorithm for this task:

- The dataset attributes are numeric

- Before implementing the algorithm, we already knew the number of clusters to be

used

K-Means clustering is a method of vector quantization, which divides the data into a

previously determined number of clusters and assigns each observation/song to the



nearest centroid in terms of Euclidean distance. The centroid is the mean of the

values from all the songs belonging to the cluster. To group songs into clusters, the

algorithm initialized with a determined number of k clusters (in this case, 5 clusters,

one for each music genre). The centroid of each of the 5 clusters (the mean value of

the cluster) starts randomly, and the algorithm calculates the Euclidean distance

between each centroid and all the observations/songs. Then, each song is assigned

to the nearest cluster, and the algorithm recalculates the centroid’s position by

averaging all the observations in the cluster and reassigns the songs to the cluster

with the nearest centroid. Finally, when the assignment of songs to clusters doesn’t

change after several iterations, it is considered that the K-Means clustering found the

best possible assignment of songs to clusters.

K-Means clustering is a non-supervised model, as it is a model that isn’t supervised

using training data to predict the value of an attribute in test data. However, in this

study the music genre of each song works as the category to be “predicted” for each

observation. We want to represent music genres in a multidimensional space. If the

clustering algorithm groups songs into clusters composed mostly by a specific music

genre, having one cluster for each one of the 5 music genres, this means that audio

attributes are a great indicator of genre similarity. If the clustering model fails to

group songs into clusters that distinctively represent each genre and opposite genres

can't be clearly identified in terms of audio attributes, opposition between genres will

be identified using a pre-experimental test, in which surveyed people will be asked to

select which music genres they perceive as the most different.

4.1. Data engineering

The clustering model will take as input the dataset containing the 80.000 songs

(16.000 songs per music genre).

First, we have to keep only the features of interest5. The column containing the

music genre cannot be input to the model as it is a categorical feature and hence

does not possess an obvious underlying notion of distance. The model is actually

trying to find that notion of distance.

5 The list of variables used for clustering can be found in Appendix 8.3



Table 4: Clustering input - 5 first rows

The values of the 11 attributes/audio features are measured using different scales,

so the values differ greatly from one attribute to another. As the clustering model

uses Euclidean distance to group songs in clusters, we have to normalize the data to

convert it into a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.

Figure 4: Audio attributes boxplot

Now that we have the normalized data, we will generate a PCA, using 11

components to explain the variance of the data.

Figure 5: Variance for Principal Components



The y axis represents the variance of the data explained by each one of the 11

components generated by the PCA. Now that we know which components explain

the most variance, we use the 2 first components to create a scatter plot.



Figure 6: Scatter plot with PCA 1 and 2 components

Each dot in the scatter plot is an observation/song, mapped in space by the

respective value of x (component 1) and y (component 2).

4.2. K-means implementation

We will initiate a K-Means clustering with 5 centroids, hoping that each one of the 5

final clusters represents a specific music genre. Although we didn't use it to decide

on the numbers of centroids, we also runned the elbow method to try to understand

what would be the potential number of clusters the model "sees" (see Section 8.4,

Figure 20).

The final centroids are vectors of 11 positions, which represent the 11 audio

attributes of the songs. The radar chart displays the values of the 5 cluster centroids

for the 11 attributes.



Figure 7: Radar chart displaying centroid values for each audio attribute

Visualizing the radar chart we can start to sketch some insights. The green colored

cluster appears to have songs characterized by high values in the Liveness audio

attribute, while the orange colored cluster has songs with high values in the

Instrumentalness audio attribute. The blue colored cluster has some interesting

results. It appears to be a cluster containing songs with high values in the

Acousticness dimension. At the same time, the values in Energy and Loudness are a

lot lower than the other clusters. These results suggest that the blue colored cluster

may be a cluster where songs played in acoustic format predominate.



Figure 8: Number of songs in clusters

By looking at the frequency of the songs assigned to each cluster, we can notice that

the observations aren’t balanced between clusters. While cluster 1 has 28.481 songs

assigned, cluster 2 has 5.788. This isn’t a good sign, considering that our ideal result

would be one in which each cluster contains the greatest percentage of songs

possible from only one music genre, which means that each cluster should contain a

number near to 16.000 songs.



Figure 9: Colored scatter plot with PCA 1 and 2 components

By looking at the scatter plot created with the two first components of the PCA again,

and coloring each observation/song with a different color for each one of the 5

clusters, we can also notice that there is a lot of superposition of colors from cluster

number 1 (blue), 2 (green), 3 (yellow) and 4 (black). This isn’t a good sign either.

However, it is interesting how cluster number 0 (red) clearly distinguishes from the

others, indicating that the audio attributes from the songs assigned to this cluster

have a notable difference compared to the songs from the other clusters.

4.3. Centroid analysis

The results that the graphs from section 4.1 seemed to announce were finally

confirmed when we calculated for each cluster the percentage of songs from each

music genre.



Figure 10: Grouped bar chart with distribution of song's music genres in clusters

Unfortunately, there isn’t a clear distinction between music genres regarding the

audio attributes of the songs, as the final clusters contain, in most cases, a mix of

music genres instead of a predominant one. If music genres can’t be clearly

identified by the audio attributes of the songs, opposition between genres can’t either

be recognized by these terms, and a pre-experimental test will have to be done in

order to identify which music genres people perceive as being the most different

ones between one another.

However, some interesting insights can be taken from the clustering results. From

cluster 0, more than 1/3 of the songs are of “Pop” genre, and cluster 4 is clearly the

cluster where “Electronic" genre is predominant, as more than 2/3 of the songs

assigned to the cluster are from this genre. As we can see in figure 11, it doesn't

come as a surprise that the cluster where "Electronic'' music genre predominates is

the one where Instrumentalness is the audio attribute with the highest values, with

half of the observation lying slightly under 2 points in the y axis, and Acousticness is



the audio attribute with the lowest values, with half of the observations lying just

above -1 points.

Figure 11: Box plot Cluster 4

Reggaeton and Hip Hop/Rap genres also behave in an interesting way. Except for

cluster 2, in all of the other clusters the two genres appear consecutive one to the

other when ordering genres by the percentage in which they are in the cluster. When

calculating for each possible combination of two music genres what was the average

difference of the percentages of appearances for the pair of genres in each cluster,

the tuple “Reggaeton – Hip Hop/Rap” returned the lowest result with 0.039%. This

means that, on average, these two genres appear in similar percentages when

calculating the composition of the clusters, with only 0.039% of difference. For

comparison purposes, the tuple with the most percentage difference was “Electronic

– Reggaeton”.



The similarity between Reggaeton and Hip Hop/Rap genres when analyzing the

proportion in which they appear in each cluster isn’t a surprise. Both genres started

as street music with a great emphasis in percussion. In fact, Reggaeton music was

very influenced by American Hip Hop, and many consider Reggaeton as the latin

variation of Hip Hop (and as we mentioned earlier, even Spotify labels some

reggaeton artists with ‘latin hip hop’ genre).

4.4. Clustering conclusions

Although the clustering model encountered some interesting insights regarding the

behavior of the audio attributes of music genres, clusters weren’t a clear

representation of each music genre, and this implies that songs from one music

genre do not necessarily differentiate from other genres because of the audio

attributes the song has. The centroid analysis of section 4.2 suggests that songs

from different genres may have similar audio attributes. Therefore, if songs can’t be

grouped in their respective music genres because of the numeric values of their

audio attributes, opposite genres can’t be found using this approach.

A sociological approach will be adopted in a pre-experimental step instead, in which

opposition between genres will be found in terms of people’s perception of which of

the 5 music genres are the most different ones between each other.

5. Experimental step

The experimental step is composed of a pre-experimental step, as well as the main

experiment of the study. The pre-step's objective is to detect the tuple of genres that

the main experiment will take as input. As we were unable to detect the tuple using

the clustering approach, this step will not focus on the audio-attributes of songs, but

instead will understand opposition between genres as what people perceive it to be.

Once we identify the tuple of opposite music genres, the main experiment will test

the hypotheses stated in the Methodology section.



5.1 Pretest: Pre – Experimental Step

The pre-experiment was designed to detect opposition between genres. Because of

the impossibility to detect opposite music genres in terms of audio attributes in the

clustering model, we had to change the approach in which “opposite” genres are

understood. The objective from the pre-experimental step was to find a tuple of

music genres which people perceived as the most different.

To do so, we built a 5-minute survey in which respondents had to answer 3 main

questions. Each question was directed to the 5 music genres that we previously

detected as the most popular from the “Viral Songs” dataset (Rock – Pop – Hip

Hop/Rap – Reggaeton – Electronic).

1. “Regarding your preferences of music genres, please indicate how much

you like the following music genres on a scale of 1 (very little) to 7 (very

much)”.

2. “Please, indicate from the following music genres which two you find the

most different/opposite” (multiple choice with possibility to choose only 2

genres)

3. “Please, indicate from the following music genres which two you find the

most similar” (multiple choice with possibility to choose only 2 genres)

The survey was distributed through a link that was posted in different social media,

such as Linkedin, Twitter and Whatsapp. Everyone with the link was able to

complete the survey, so there weren't any restrictions regarding who could

participate in the pre-experiment.

The full outline of the pre-test survey can be found in Appendix 8.5

5.2 Pretest results

Results were analyzed from a total of 128 respondents. The mean age was 27.7

years, with a standard deviation of 10.5. From the total respondents, 52 were men,

75 women and 1 non-binary.



To obtain which tuples of music genres are the most different/opposite, we first

analyzed questions number 2 and 3, which asked surveyed people to indicate the 2

music genres they found most similar and the ones they found most different.

Results were pretty conclusive:

Table 4: Frequency of music genres declared to be the most different

Tuples of music genres Frequency count

Rock - Reggaeton 48

Reggaeton – Electronic 25

Rock - Electronic 24

Hip Hop/Rap - Electronic 12

Pop - Electronic 8

Rock – Hip Hop/Rap 6

Pop - Reggaeton 2

Hip Hop/Rap - Reggaeton 2

Rock - Pop 1

Regarding the most different genres, 48 respondents indicated that “Rock –

Reggaeton” tuple was the most different, followed by “Reggaeton – Electronic” and

“Rock – Electronic”, with 25 and 24 answers respectively.

Table 5: Frequency of music genres declared to be the most similar

Tuples of music genres Frequency count

Hip Hop/Rap - Reggaeton 34



Rock - Pop 30

Pop - Reggaeton 22

Pop - Electronic 19

Pop – Hip Hop/Rap 13

Rock – Hip Hop/Rap 5

Reggaeton - Electronic 3

Rock - Electronic 2

When asked about the music genres they perceived as the most similar, none of the

respondents chose “Rock – Reggaeton” tuple. “Reggaeton – Electronic” and “Rock –

Electronic” scored only 3 and 2 answers respectively.

To analyze the results from question 1, which asked respondents to rank from 1

(very little) to 7 (very much) each music genre in order of their likeability, we also

performed a frequency count. For this purpose, we first grouped music genres in all

the possible combinations of tuples, which gives a total of 10 combinations. For each

tuple of music genres, we then calculated the frequency count for the distance

between genres, understood as the absolute difference between the liking score of

the music genres in the tuple. If a respondent likes two genres in the same measure,

then the distance between each genre will be 0. On the other hand, the maximum

distance between two genres will be 6, which indicates that the respondent likes very

little one genre (1), and very much the other (7).

The following table indicates the number of times a tuple of music genres had a

score of “6” when calculating the distance between genres.

Table 6: Frequency of music genres that scored highest in “distance between genres”

measure

Tuple of music genres Frequency count



Rock - Reggaeton 12

Rock - Electronic 11

Pop - Electronic 9

Reggaeton - Electronic 5

Rock – Pop 4

Rock – Hip Hop/Rap 4

Hip Hop/Rap - Electronic 2

Hip Hop/Rap - Reggaeton 1

Pop - Hip Hop/Rap 1

Pop - Reggaeton 0

With a frequency count of 12, “Rock – Reggaeton” appears to be the tuple of music

genres people have the most differences in liking, followed by “Rock – Electronic”

and “Pop – Electronic”.

Following these results, we conclude that “Rock – Reggaeton” is the tuple of music

genres people perceive as being the most different.

5.3 Main Experiment

Now that we have identified Rock and Reggaeton as the tuples of opposite music

genres, the main experiment will use songs of these genres as input for the ad's

background music. As we determined, the hypotheses to be tested in the main

experiment are:

- Hypothesis 1 a: The assignment to the experimental groups (I.V.) has an impact on

the participant's Willingness to go Premium (D.V. 1).



- Hypothesis 1 b: The assignment to the experimental groups (I.V.) has an impact on

the participant's Behavioral Intention towards the brand (D.V. 2).

- Hypothesis 2: The effect of the I.V. on the D.V.s is mediated by Reactance.

To carry out the experiment, we have created a fictional audio-streaming platform

called Megatunes. Each survey completed will be a simulation of Megatunes

providing its service to users, in which respondents will be listening to a succession

of songs which will then be interrupted with an ad, followed by a list of questions

designed to test the hypothesis. Previous to completing the survey, all of the

participants had to sign an informed consent in which they stated their voluntary

participation.

Such as in the pre-experimental step, the survey was distributed through a link that

was posted in social media. Everyone with the link was able to complete the survey,

so there weren't any restrictions regarding who could participate in the main

experiment. Letting anyone with the link complete the survey was a way to enable

the most quantity of people to participate, but this kind of distribution also may

contribute to an unbalance in the number of people who chose Rock as their

preferred genre compared to the ones that chose Reggaeton. In addition, the

decision to distribute the link in multiple social media platforms can also contribute to

heterogeneity in the respondents (to give an example, users of Linkedin usually have

a more academic profile than users of Twitter or Whatsapp). This can cause an

unwanted effect if the number of respondents between each social media are

unbalanced, as results may be representing a specific population instead of the more

general universe of audio streaming platform users.

5.4 Experimental Design

The first question surveyed people had to complete as soon as they started the

experiment was to choose between Rock or Reggaeton, depending on their music

preferences and their desire to listen to one or other music genres at the moment

they answer.



In order to test the hypothesis, respondents were randomly assigned to 3

experimental groups:

- Control group: users will be listening to a 2-minute sequence of three concatenated

songs of the music genre they have chosen and will be interrupted with a song-free

ad (a 20 second ad promoting “Megatunes”, with no background music)

- Treatment group 1: users will be listening to a 2-minute sequence of three

concatenated songs of the music genre they have chosen and will be interrupted

with a congruent ad song (e.g. if they are listening to rock songs, the 20 second ad

will have as background music a rock song)

- Treatment group 2: users will be listening to a 2-minute sequence of three

concatenated songs of the music genre they have chosen and will be interrupted

with a congruent ad song (e.g. if they are listening to rock songs, the 20 second ad

will have as background music a reggaeton song)

The songs used in the experiment were taken from the Song’s attributes dataset.

Although the audio attributes from songs weren’t a good predictor of how songs are

classified into their respective music genres, we found this data useful when

selecting which songs from Rock and Reggaeton music genres were going to be

used as the experiment input. First, we computed the mean of the audio attributes

for all the songs of the music genre, until we got a 11-position vector for each one of

the two music genres, representing the mean position of the songs in a

multidimensional space. Then, we calculated the Euclidean distance of each one of

the 16.000 songs vectors with the vector containing the mean values of the audio

attributes. After ordering the 16.000 songs of each music genre by the distance to

the mean vector, we selected a subset of 1.000 songs for each music genre. From

this subset, we then selected the final 4 Rock songs and the final 4 Reggaeton

songs that would be played in the experiment. The final songs were chosen taking

into account the language in which they were sung (Spanish to avoid introducing a

“song language” confound variable into the experiment), and the way in which the

songs sounded when played consecutively. We tried different combinations of songs

from the 1.000 song subset, until we found a combination that sounded harmonious.



The mediator variable, Reactance, was measured by 7 questions displayed after the

ad, in which surveyed people had to determine on a scale from 1 (not well) to 5

(extremely well), how good each of the following words described the ad: distracting,

disturbing, forced, interfering, intrusive, invasive, annoying.

Regarding the DVs, Willingness to go Premium was measured with a single-item

question, in which respondents had to decide on a scale from 1 (not likely) to 7 (very

likely) how likely is that they would go premium (pay for the Megatunes

audio-streaming service). On the other hand, Behavioral Intention towards the brand

was measured by 4 questions that used the same scale as the former DV.

Respondents were asked how likely is it that they would search for more information

about the brand, how likely is it that the would consider the brand when thinking on

subscribing to a streaming audio service, how likely is it that they would consider the

brand's opinions, and how likely is it that they would recommend the brand to a

friend. A graphical representation of the experiment's structure is depicted in Figure

12.



Figure 12: Main experiment design

After the respondents listened to the ad, a page with the questions measuring

Reactance or the D.V.s was displaced. In order to avoid any type of bias, the order in

which the two pages appeared was randomized. Some surveyed people answered

Reactance questions first, and questions measuring the D.V.s later, and some other

surveyed people answered the D.V.s question first, and then questions measuring

Reactance.

In order to check whether results from one genre could be compared with the results

from the other, a liking of songs variable was added to the experiment, in which

surveyed people had to answer on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (a lot), how much

they liked the songs displayed in the experiment. In addition, respondents had to

answer, on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (all of them), if they were familiar with the

songs played in the experiment.

The full outline of the pre-test survey can be found in Appendix 8.6



5.5. Pre-processing and Response Analysis

Results were analyzed from a sample of 150 people, formed by 62 men and 88

women. Of the total respondents, 108 chose Rock as their prefered music genre,

and 42 chose Reggaeton.

Composite measures were created for Behavioral Intention towards the brand and

for negative Reactance. Regarding the former, we calculated the mean values of the

4 questions/items measuring Brand Intention for each observation. To measure the

reliability of the scale, we calculated Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach, 1951)6, which was

sufficiently high (α = .85). To measure Reactance, we calculated the mean values of

the 7 questions/items measuring negative Reactance. Cronbach's alpha was also

calculated and the results were positive (α = .81).

In order to proceed with the analysis of the experiment responses, the first step was

to analyze if there were differences between Rock and Reggaeton groups regarding

the liking of songs. We ran a 1-Way Between Subjects ANOVA and we found

statistically significant differences between Rock and Reggaeton groups, F(1,144) =

10.65, p < 0.01 (see Appendix 8.7.1). This means that a conjunct analysis for both

genres can't be done. The participants who chose Rock systematically expressed a

lower liking of the songs displayed in the experiment (average liking = 3.34),

compared to the respondents that chose Reggaeton as their prefered genre

(average liking = 4.32). When analyzing how familiar respondents were with the

songs displayed in the ad, we also found statistically significant differences between

Rock and Reggaeton groups, F(1,148) = 22.99, p < 0.001 (see Appendix 8.7.1).

People who chose Reggaeton systematically expressed a higher familiarity (average

familiarity = 2.71) than those who chose Rock (average familiarity = 1.45). Therefore,

a separate analysis had to be done for each one of these groups.

To have a first glance of the data grouped by music choice, we created a table of

means and standard-deviations for a 1-Way ANOVA design. By doing so, we could

calculate the means of the D.V.s (Behavioral Intention & Willingness to go Premium)

and the mediator (Reactance) for each one of the groups in the I.V.:

6 Cronbach's Alpha is a coefficient used to evaluate the reliability of a measure scale. It was devised
by Lee Cronbach in 1951, and first appeared in the paper Coefficient Alpha and the Internal Structure
of Tests.



- Control group:   users listening to a song of their preferred genre were

interrupted with a song-free ad

- Treatment group 1: users listening to a song of their preferred genre were

interrupted with a congruent ad song

- Treatment group 2: users listening to a song of their preferred genre were

interrupted with an incongruent ad song

Figure 13: Grouped bar chart with mean values for DVs and Reactance by EG (Reggaeton)

Figure 14: Grouped bar chart with mean values for DVs and Reactance by EG (Rock)



For the Reggaeton sample, the mean of the D.V.s and the Mediator behave as we

expected. The order in which the mean values are displayed follow our hypotheses:

for Willingness to go Premium and Behavioral Intention, Treatment group 2 has the

lowest mean value, followed by Control group and Treatment group 1. On the other

hand, when measuring Reactance, Treatment group 2 has the highest mean value,

followed by Control group and Treatment group 1. Meaning that being interrupted by

an ad with no background music or by an incongruent ad song increases Reactance

and decreases Willingness to go Premium and Behavioral Intention, and that

changes in mean values are larger when the ad has an incongruent song than when

it has no background music.

However, in the Rock sample results weren't as we expected. The D.V.s mean

values by group don't behave as hypothesized, as the incongruent experimental

group is the one with the highest mean values. Although not as clear as in the

Reggaeton sample, Reactance follows the order presented in the hypothesis (i.e,

Treatment group 2 has the highest mean value, followed by Control group and

Treatment group 1).

Post-hoc analyses based on the effect sizes we obtained and on the means of the

D.V.s and the Mediator obtained for the Reggaeton and Rock samples, we decided

to conduct a post-hoc power analysis to determine which sample size we would have

needed to find significance. Post hoc power is the retrospective power of an

observed effect based on the sample size and parameter estimates derived from a

given data set. It is recommended as a follow-up analysis, especially if a finding is

nonsignificant. For this study, we used power analysis in a slightly different way.

Instead of trying to find the power of the analysis given the sample size and

parameter estimates, what we did was calculate the sample size given the

parameter estimates we found in the study, when power (1 – Type II Error) = 0.8.

The following results were obtained using the G-power statistical software (Erdfelder,

Lang, Buchner, 2007):



Figure 15: Sample sizes for DVs and Reactance (Rock)

Willingness to go Premium 351

Behavioral Intention 2982

Reactance 1398

* Sample sizes when alpha (Type I Error) = 0.05, and power (1 – β) = 0.8

Figure 16: Sample sizes for DVs and Reactance (Reggaeton)

Willingness to go Premium 264

Behavioral Intention 114

Reactance 84

* Sample sizes when alpha (Type I Error) = 0.05, and power (1 – β) = 0.8

Table 15 & 16 portray the expected sample sizes when alpha (Type I Error) = 0.05,

and power (1 – Type II Error) = 0.8 for the Rock and Reggaeton samples.

Unfortunately, the difference in liking between Rock and Reggaeton reduced our

initial sample, and analyses had to be run in samples with low statistical power.

5.6. Results analysis

In order to test the hypotheses with solid empirical methods, we decided to conduct

three different follow-up analyses. The first two follow-up analyses that we

implemented are part of the bigger category defined as Planned Contrasts. These

types of analysis are implemented when only a few predicted or a priori hypotheses

are of interest (Newsom, 2020). This is the case for this study, as the group means

for our variables of interest (the D.V.s and the Mediator) were predicted to be

different in advance. Although we could use different t-tests to carry out our analysis,

this would inflate the familywise error rate. Therefore, a way to contrast different

groups without inflating the Type I error rate is to break down the variance accounted

for by the model into component parts (Field, 2012). The difference between planned



comparisons and post-hoc test can be likened to the difference between one and

two-tailed tests in that planned comparisons are done when you have specific

hypotheses that you want to test, whereas post hoc tests are done when you have

no specific hypotheses (Field, 2012).

The third follow-up analysis we implemented is a mediation model, which seeks to

identify and explain the mechanism or process that underlies an observed

relationship between an I.V. (in this case, the experimental groups) and a D.V. (in

this case, Willingness to go Premium and Behavioral Intention towards the brand) via

the inclusion of a third hypothetical variable, known as the mediator variable (in this

case, Reactance). Rather than a direct causal relationship between the independent

variable and the dependent variable, a mediation model proposes that the

independent variable influences the mediator variable, which in turn influences the

dependent variable (MacKinnon, 2008).

The full R script of the statistical analyses we ran can be found in Appendix 8.7.

Linear Trend Analysis

The first contrast we implemented is the polynomial contrast, which tests for trends

in the data, and in its most basic form it looks for a linear trend (Field, 2012). It

represents a simple proportionate change in the value of the dependent variable

across ordered categories. A quadratic trend is where there is one change in the

direction of the line (e.g., the line is curved in one place). An example of this might

be a situation in which a drug enhances performance on a task at first, but then as

the dose increases the performance drops again. To find a quadratic trend we need

at least three groups, because in the two-group situation there are not enough

categories of the independent variable for the means of the dependent variable to

change one way and then another (Field, 2012). As happens in this study,

polynomial trends should be runned only if it makes sense to order the categories of

the independent variable.

After coding the predictor variable groups in the orders we hypothesized (TG2,

Control, TG1 for the D.V.s, and TG1, Control, TG2 for the Mediator)7, we setted the

7 We expect predictor variables (Willingness to go Premium & Behavioral Intention towards the brand)
to be the lowest in Treatment group 2, and increase for Control group and Treatment group 1 (in that



contrast attribute of the predictor variable, creating a contrast matrix for a quadratic

polynomial with 3 experimental groups (Field, 2012). Later, we created an ANOVA

model to test whether the means of the D.V.s and the Mediator increase across

groups in a linear way. This procedure was repeated for the Reggaeton and Rock

samples. For the former, the results exhibited a marginal significant effect of the

Experimental Groups on Behavioral Intention towards the brand, t(39) = 1.69, p <

0.1 (two-tailed), and on Reactance, t(39) = 1.97, p < 0.1 (two-tailed) - see Appendix

8.7.2. This means that as the experimental groups changed from TG2 to Control

group to TG1, Behavioral Intention increased proportionately, and that as the

experimental groups changed from TG1 to Control group to TG3, Reactance also

increased proportionately. When we repeated the analyses for the Rock sample, no

significant effects were found.

Congruent vs Incongruent contrasts

Following the linear trend analysis, we decided to implement a contrast to examine

not only trends in the data, but also to check whether congruence among groups has

an impact on the D.V.s and the Mediator. Planned comparisons break down the

variations due to the experiment in component parts (Field, 2012). Our objective was

to contrast the "incongruent" groups (i.e., control and treatment 2) with the

"congruent" group (i.e., treatment 1) to reveal more information in the experiment

data. The experimental variance is broken down to look at how much variation is

created by the incongruent groups compared with the congruent group.

We previously hypothesized that our independent variables are the 3 experimental

groups, labeled as "Treatment group 1", "Treatment group 2" & "Control group". As

we explained, TG1 participants were listening to a song of their preferred genre to be

interrupted with a congruent ad song, while TG2 participants were listening to a song

of their preferred genre to be interrupted with an incongruent ad song. Meanwhile,

CG surveyed people who were listening to a song of their prefered genre were

interrupted with a song-free ad. Therefore, TG1 can be understood as our

"congruent group", as the ad displayed in the survey has a song from the same

music genre that the participant had been listening to. On the contrary, participants in

order). On the other hand, we expect the mediator (Reactance) to be the lowest in Treatment group 1,
and increase for Control group and Treatment group 2 (in that order).



the TG2 and CG were interrupted with an ad that had a song from the opposite

music genre, or with an ad that had no music, so they can be assigned as part of the

"incongruent group".

To execute the contrast, we decided to run two planned contrasts: first, we wanted to

check if the presence of congruency in groups had an impact on the D.V.s and the

Mediator. Second, we wanted to know if differences within the incongruent groups

(T.G.2 & C.G) were statistically significant.

Figure 17: Planned contrasts squeme

For the reggaeton sample, planned contrasts revealed that incongruence in groups

(Treatment group 2 & Control group) was associated with a marginal significant

increase in Reactance compared to Treatment group 1, t(39) = 1.87, p < 0.1

(two-tailed), as well as approaching significance in Behavioral Intention, t(39) = -1.15

(two-tailed) - see Appendix 8.7.2. For the rock sample, planned contrasts revealed

that the difference in Willingness to go Premium was approaching significance when

contrasting the two incongruent groups (Treatment group 2 vs. Control group), t(105)

= 1.6 (two-tailed) - see Appendix 8.7.2.

Mediation model

In this study, our interest lies not only in the discovery that the assignment to

experimental groups affects the respondents Willingness to go Premium and their

Behavioral Intention towards the brand, but we are also interested in the process that



produces this effect (Preacher & Hayes, 2004). A variable may be called a mediator

"to the extent that it accounts for the relation between the predictor and the criterion"

(Baron & Kenny, 1986). The following figure represents the simplest form of

mediation, which occurs when one variable (M) mediates the effect of X on Y.

Mediation model statistical diagram

Indirect effect of X on Y through Mi = aibi
Direct effect of X on Y = c'

We denote c' as the direct effect of X on Y after controlling for M. According to Baron

and Kenny, variable M is considered a mediator if:

(1) X significantly predicts Y

(2) X significantly predicts M

(3) M significantly predicts Y controlling for X

To run the mediation model, we use model 4 from the macro PROCESS for R

developed by Hayes (Hayes, 2013). We run one model for each one of the samples

(rock & reggaeton), and one model for each one of the dependent variables. The

independent variable and the mediator were kept the same for all the 4 models we

ran. When specifying the model using the macro, we asked the program to

mean-center all continuous variables and we specified that our independent variable

was categorical. Finally, we set the bootstrap resampling to 10.000 iterations.

Unfortunately, none of the models we ran gave statistically significant results.

Meaning that we couldn't find support for our hypothesis that Psychological

Reactance was the process underlying our effect of the assignment of people in



experimental groups in the D.V.s. Unfortunately, measuring Reactance is not an easy

task, and research still doesn't agree on the appropriate factor structure (i.e., the

correlational relationship between a number of variables that are said to measure a

particular construct) to achieve this goal. In fact, measurements of the state of

reactance are rare, possibly because Brehm conceptualized reactance as “an

intervening, hypothetical variable” that cannot be measured directly (Brehm &

Brehm, 1981).

6. Conclusion

The present investigation has focused on gathering insights regarding the

interruption of voice over ads in audio streaming services, and the effects in

consumer behavior when manipulating the background music of the ad. We

developed this study through analytical techniques applied to a research question

belonging to psychology and behavioral economics disciplines.

Initially, we tried to establish opposition between music genres through a K-means

clustering approach, but the algorithm results weren't as we expected, and we were

forced to change the method into a sociological one. Therefore, the first lesson we

took from the analysis was the importance of consumer's perception, and the

impossibility to rely only on numeric interpretation of the data when trying to answer

our research question.

Once we succeeded in identifying the tuple of music genres that people perceived as

being the most different/opposite, we carried out the main experiment. Its objective

was to understand the effects in consumers' Willingness to go premium and their

Behavioral Intention towards the brand providing the service, when manipulating the

background music of the ad. We also proposed that the effect of the independent

variable on the depent variables was being mediated by Reactance. Although results

were not statistically significant for the mediation model, we found that the change

between experimental groups had significant effects on Reactance and Behavioral

Intention towards the brand in the reggaeton sample. As the experimental groups

changed from TG2 to Control group to TG1, Behavioral Intention increased

proportionately, and as the experimental groups changed from TG1 to Control group

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4675534/#c10
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4675534/#c10


to TG3, Reactance also increased proportionately. Meaning that when consumers

were interrupted by an ad with no background music or by an incongruent ad song,

Reactance increased and Behavioral Intention decreased proportionately (e.g.,

Reactance increased and Behavioral Intention decreased for consumers listening to

Rock music to be interrupted by an ad with no background music, and the

increase/decrease was proportionately higher when the ad had Reggaeton

background music).

We believe that these results can be very helpful to audio streaming platforms

providing freemium services. Managers from these types of companies can find very

useful knowing that incongruence in ads may help to attract consumer's attention

towards the brand (Dahlén, Lange, Sjodin & Torn, 2012), but this is a risky strategy.

Managers from these companies might believe that incongruence in the background

music displayed by an ad (e.g., playing Rock when a consumer is listening to

Reggaeton) will be more effective in catching consumers' attention when displaying

ads, but this can backfire. As we found for the Reggaeton sample collected in this

experiment, incongruence in ad's background music increases Psychological

Reactance and decreases Behavioral Intention towards the brand providing the

service. Therefore, a consumer may be less willing to consider brand's that provide

free streaming audio services that display ads with background music that differ from

the one the consumer is listening to.

Regarding the limitations of our study, we identified two main constraints:

- There was a difference in liking we did not predict because we did not pre-test for

song liking after selecting the songs for the main experiment. This difference in liking

prevented us from analyzing the Reggaeton and Rock sample jointly, which

substantially reduced the sample size of the two groups. Given the small sample

size, and after running a post-hoc power analysis (see Section 5.5), we could

confirm that we failed to reach full statistical significance because we were

underpowered to do so. Future studies should pretest songs to make sure that

participants that choose the genre like them so that analyses can be run on a bigger

sample.

- Lack of realism: our scenario tried to mimic the real-life experience of a person

using a streaming service. However, experiments are unnatural by definition, so we



needed to sacrifice some realism to be able to study this phenomenon in an

experimental setting that allowed us to test for causality.

We also understand that there are many opportunities to improve and expand the

present study. The improvement we think could be the most valuable for this analysis

is to adjust the experiment so that the simulacrum of Megatunes providing it's service

gets closer to a real-life situation. For example, the intention by which people listen

to music is very important if we want results to be scaled to reality. People usually

listen to music because they feel like doing so, so the survey should try to replicate

this. Therefore, a good opportunity of improvement we can think of is to enable

surveyed people to choose the songs they want to listen to. This would probably

avoid the liking of songs variable to be different among experimental groups, and a

conjunct analysis could be implemented, which unfortunately wasn't our case.
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8. Appendix

8.1. Spotify Audio Features

Audio Features Key Audio Features Type

danceability: Danceability describes how suitable a track
is for dancing based on a combination of musical elements
including tempo, rhythm stability, beat strength, and overall
regularity. A value of 0.0 is least danceable and 1.0 is most
danceable.

Float

energy: Energy is a measure from 0.0 to 1.0 and
represents a perceptual measure of intensity and activity.
Typically, energetic tracks feel fast, loud, and noisy. For
example, death metal has high energy, while a Bach
prelude scores low on the scale. Perceptual features
contributing to this attribute include dynamic range,

Float

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4675534


perceived loudness, timbre, onset rate, and general
entropy.

key: The key the track is in. Integers map to pitches using
standard Pitch Class notation. E.g. 0 = C, 1 = C♯/D♭, 2 =
D, and so on.

Integer

loudness: The overall loudness of a track in decibels (dB).
Loudness values are averaged across the entire track and
are useful for comparing relative loudness of tracks.
Loudness is the quality of a sound that is the primary
psychological correlate of physical strength (amplitude).
Values typically range between -60 and 0 db.

Float

mode: Mode indicates the modality (major or minor) of a
track, the type of scale from which its melodic content is
derived. Major is represented by 1 and minor is 0.

Integer

speechiness: Speechiness detects the presence of
spoken words in a track. The more exclusively speech-like
the recording (e.g. talk show, audio book, poetry), the
closer to 1.0 the attribute value. Values above 0.66
describe tracks that are probably made entirely of spoken
words. Values between 0.33 and 0.66 describe tracks that
may contain both music and speech, either in sections or
layered, including such cases as rap music. Values below
0.33 most likely represent music and other non-speech-like
tracks.

Float

acousticness: A confidence measure from 0.0 to 1.0 of
whether the track is acoustic. 1.0 represents high
confidence the track is acoustic.

Float

instrumentalness: Predicts whether a track contains no
vocals. “Ooh” and “aah” sounds are treated as instrumental
in this context. Rap or spoken word tracks are clearly
“vocal”. The closer the instrumentalness value is to 1.0, the
greater likelihood the track contains no vocal content.
Values above 0.5 are intended to represent instrumental
tracks, but confidence is higher as the value approaches
1.0.

Float

liveness: Detects the presence of an audience in the
recording. Higher liveness values represent an increased
probability that the track was performed live. A value above
0.8 provides strong likelihood that the track is live.

Float

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitch_class


valence: A measure from 0.0 to 1.0 describing the musical
positiveness conveyed by a track. Tracks with high valence
sound more positive (e.g. happy, cheerful, euphoric), while
tracks with low valence sound more negative (e.g. sad,
depressed, angry).

Float

tempo: The overall estimated tempo of a track in beats per
minute (BPM). In musical terminology, tempo is the speed
or pace of a given piece and derives directly from the
average beat duration.

Float

8.2. Datasets variables

8.2.1. "Viral songs" dataset

track_name: String variable containing the title of the track in Spotify.

artist_name: String variable containing the artist name in Spotify.

date: Date variable (format = yyyy-dd-mm) containing the date of "Spotify Viral 50" weekly

chart.

region: String variable containing the country code of the "Spotify Viral 50" weekly chart.

spotify_id: String variable containing the ID assigned to songs, formed by a unique

combination of numbers and words.

artist_genre: List of strings variable containing the genres/subgenres associated with artists

in Spotify.

8.2.2. "Songs attributes" dataset

artist: String variable containing the artist name in Spotify.

song_name: String variable containing the name of the song in Spotify.

song_id: String variable containing the ID assigned to songs, formed by a unique

combination of numbers and words.

danceability: Float variable detecting how danceable is a track. A value of 0.0 is least

danceable and 1.0 is most danceable.



energy: Float variable representing the level of intensity and activity in a track. It ranges

from 0.0 (least energetic) to 1.0 (most energetic).

key: Integer variable containing the key the track is in using standard Pitch Class notation.

loudness: Float variable containing overall loudness of a track in decibels (dB). Values

typically range between -60 and 0 dB.

mode: Integer variable containing the modality of a track (Major is 1, Minor is 0).

speechiness: Float variable detecting the presence of spoken words in the track. It ranges

from 0.0 (least spoken) to 1.0 (most spoken).

acousticness: Float variable ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, representing the level of confidence a

track is acoustic (1.0 is high confidence).

instrumentalness: Float variable that predicts whether a track contains vocals. It ranges

from 0.0 to 1.0. The closer to 1.0, the greater likelihood the track contains no vocals.

liveness: Float variable that detects the presence of an audience in the recording. It ranges

from 0.0 to 1.0. The closer to 1.0, the greater likelihood the track is live.

valence: Float variable that describes the musical positiveness conveyed by a track. It

ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. The closer to 1.0, the more positive a track is.

tempo: Float variable that estimates the tempo of a track in beats per minute (BPM). Values

typically range between 110 and 130.

artist_genre: Factor variable containing the music genre of the artist. It has 5 levels: Rock,

Pop, Reggaeton, Hip-Hop/Rap, Electronic.

8.3. Final list of variables used for Clustering

The following list contains the variables from the final dataset (80.000 rows) used for

the clustering model (k-means). The 11 variables are the exact same ones listed in

Section 8.1: Spotify Audio Features, but their values were normalized (mean = 0,

standard deviation = 1) to improve the performance of the algorithm.

1. danceability
2. energy
3. key



4. loudness
5. mode
6. speechiness
7. acousticness
8. instrumentalness
9. liveness
10. valence
11. tempo

8.4. Additional graphs (exploratory analysis)

Figure 18 & 19: Audio features values before and after scaling - boxplot



Figure 20: Elbow method (sum of quadratic distances of observations to nearest centroid)



Figure 21: Audio features values after scaling - boxplot for each cluster





Figure 22: Music genre chosen in experiment - bar chart



Figure 23: Music platform used by participants - bar chart

8.5. Pretest - questions from the pretest

Estilos/géneros musicales

Respecto a sus preferencias en estilos/géneros musicales, indique cuánto le gustan
los siguientes estilos/géneros del 1 (muy poco) al 7 (muchísimo).

- Rock
- Pop
- Hip Hop / Rap
- Reggaetón
- Electrónica

[page break]

Por favor, indique de los siguientes estilos/géneros musicales cuáles 2 le parecen los
más DIFERENTES/OPUESTOS entre sí:

(Pregunta de opción múltiple con posibilidad de seleccionar dos)

- Rock
- Pop
- Hip Hop / Rap
- Reggaetón
- Electrónica

[page break]



Por favor, indique de los siguientes estilos/géneros musicales cuáles 2 le parecen los
más SIMILARES/IGUALES/PARECIDOS entre sí:

(Pregunta de opción múltiple con posibilidad de seleccionar dos)

- Rock
- Pop
- Hip Hop / Rap
- Reggaetón
- Electrónica

[page break]

Información socio demográfica

- Edad
- Género (Masculino, Femenino, Otro)

8.6. Main experiment - questions from the main experiment

Nos encontramos frente al lanzamiento de una aplicación de streaming de música
llamada MEGATUNES. En este caso estamos buscando simular tu experiencia de
usuario, haciéndote escuchar algunas canciones para luego hacerte algunas
preguntas. Es importante que te concentres y trates de imaginarte que realmente
estás conociendo por primera vez esta aplicación de música.

En primer lugar, te voy a pedir que elijas entre estos dos géneros musicales, de
acuerdo a tus preferencias y a las ganas que tengas de escuchar un género u otro en
este momento.

● Rock
● Reggaeton

Te pido por favor que te pongas los auriculares y cuando estés listo para escuchar la
música pongas continuar, tocando el siguiente botón.

>> respondents are randomly assigned to one of the three experimental
groups

[page break]

Dale play a la siguiente playlist y disfruta de tu experiencia en Megatunes. Escuchá el
audio de manera completa (no dura más de 3 minutos) ya que en las siguientes



páginas te haremos algunas preguntas, y te pediremos que evalúes el servicio de
streaming.

>> an audio file is displayed and a sequence of 3 songs of the chosen music
genre is played, followed by an ad interruption

[page break]

Si esta hubiese sido tu primera y única experiencia con Megatunes,

- ¿Qué tan probable es que te pases al servicio Premium? (1 = nada probable, 7
= muy probable)

Califique las siguientes afirmaciones en orden de probabilidad (1 = nada probable, 7 =
muy probable):

- es probable que busque más información sobre Megatunes
- es probable que considere Megatunes la próxima vez que piense en

suscribirme a un servicio de streaming
- es probable que consulte las opiniones/referencias de Megatunes
- es probable que recomiende Megatunes a un amigo/a

[page break]

Por favor, indique en qué medida cree que cada una de las palabras a continuación
describe el anuncio que acaba de escuchar sobre Megatunes premium. Lo que nos
interesa es su opinión sobre el anuncio, no sobre la marca o la clase de producto (1 =
nada bien, 2 = no muy bien, 3 = bastante bien, 4 = muy bien, 5 = extremadamente
bien):

- intrusivo
- forzado
- interesante
- creíble
- interferente
- invasivo
- perturbador
- convincente
- distrayente
- molesto
- informativo



[page break]

¿Conocías las canciones que escuchaste en la playlist seleccionada? (1 = para
nada/ni una, 7 = mucho/todas)

¿Cuánto te gustan las canciones que escuchaste? (1 = para nada, 7 = muchísimo)

¿Qué tan difícil te fue elegir entre los dos géneros que te propusimos (rock vs
reggaeton)? (1 = muy fácil, 7 = muy difícil)

¿Qué tan diferentes te resultan los dos géneros que te propusimos (rock vs
reggaeton)? (1 = muy similares, 7 = muy diferentes)

Respecto de tus preferencias en estilos/géneros musicales, indique cuánto te gustan
los siguientes estilos/géneros (1 = muy poco, 7 = muchísimo):

- Rock
- Reggaeton
- Pop
- Hip Hop / Rap
- Electrónica

¿Qué tan frecuentemente escucha música?

- Nunca
- A veces
- Frecuentemente
- Todo el tiempo

¿Utiliza alguna plataforma digital para escuchar música? (puede seleccionar más de
una opción)

- No, ninguna
- Si, Spotify
- Si, YouTube
- Si, Soundcloud
- Si, otra (cuadro de texto)

¿De la(s) plataforma(s) que mencionaste arriba, de cual(es) tienes la versión
premium?

- Spotify
- Youtube
- Soundcloud



- Otra
- Ninguna

[page break]

Información socio demográfica

- Edad
- Género (Masculino, Femenino, Otro)

No dudes en compartir con nosotros cuál crees que puede ser el propósito de este
estudio. (opcional)

8.7. Main experiment: Analysis of variance for Willingness to go Premium,
Behavioral Intention towards the brand and Reactance

8.7.1. ANOVA

One - way ANOVA: Effect of musical choice in liking of songs

DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F value p

Music choice 1 28.0 27.985 10.65 0.00138 **

Residuals 144 378.5 2.629
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 150

One - way ANOVA: Effect of musical choice in familiarity of songs

DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F value p

Music choice 1 48.05 48.05 22.99 3.93e-06 ***

Residuals 148 309.34 2.09
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 150

8.7.2. Contrasts

Linear Trend Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in willingness to go premium
(reggaeton sample)



Estimate Std. Error t p

(Intercept) 4.2095 0.3020 13.939 <2e-16 ***

EG. DV. L 0.5455 0.5567 0.980 0.333
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 42

Linear Trend Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in behavioral intention
(reggaeton sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

(Intercept) 4.06177 0.23309 17.426 <2e-16 ***

EG. DV. L 0.72731 0.42970 1.693 0.0985*
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 42

Linear Trend Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in reactance (reggaeton sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

(Intercept) 2.65083 0.12299 21.553 <2e-16 ***

EG. DV. L 0.44567 0.22674 1.966 0.0565*
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 42

Linear Trend Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in willingness to go premium
(rock sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

(Intercept) 3.2212 0.1871 17.216 <2e-16 ***

EG. DV. L -0.3927 0.3118 -1.260 0.211
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 108

Linear Trend Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in behavioral intention (rock
sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

(Intercept) 3.41215 0.15286 22.322 <2e-16 ***

EG. DV. L -0.07741 0.25470 -0.304 0.762
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 108



Linear Trend Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in reactance (rock sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

(Intercept) 2.71324 0.07987 33.970 <2e-16 ***

EG. DV. L 0.11303 0.13343 0.847 0.399
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 108

Grouped Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in willingness to go premium
(reggaeton sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

Intercept 4.20952 0.30199 13.939 <2e-16 ***

EGcontrast1 -0.24524 0.23007 -1.066 0.293

EGcontrast2 -0.03571 0.33882 -0.105 0.917
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 42

Grouped Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in behavioral intention (reggaeton
sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

Intercept 4.0618 0.2331 17.426 <2e-16 ***

EGcontrast1 -0.2691 0.1776 -1.515 0.138

EGcontrast2 -0.2212 0.2615 -0.846 0.403
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 42

Grouped Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in reactance (reggaeton sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

Intercept 2.6508 0.1230 21.553 <2e-16 ***

EGcontrast1 0.1754 0.0937 1.872 0.0687

EGcontrast2 0.1040 0.1380 0.754 0.4555*
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 42

Grouped Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in willingness to go premium (rock
sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p



Intercept 3.22123 0.18711 17.216 <2e-16 ***

EGcontrast1 0.05933 0.12941 0.458 0.648

EGcontrast2 0.37733 0.23407 1.612 0.110
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 108

Grouped Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in behavioral intention (rock sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

Intercept 3.4121483 0.1528596 22.322 <2e-16 ***

EGcontrast1 0.0009459 0.1057224 0.009 0.993

EGcontrast2 0.1066426 0.1912235 0.558 0.578
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 108

Grouped Contrast: Effect of experimental groups in reactance (rock sample)

Estimate Std. Error t p

Intercept 2.71324 0.07987 33.970 <2e-16 ***

EGcontrast1 0.04710 0.05513 0.854 0.395

EGcontrast2 0.01856 0.10010 0.185 0.853
* Note: ***, **, * indicate significance of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. N = 108

8.7.3. Mediation model

Mediation model: experimental groups → reactance → behavioral intention
(reggaeton sample)



Mediation model: experimental groups → reactance → willingness to go premium
(reggaeton sample)



Mediation model: experimental groups → reactance → behavioral intention (rock
sample)




